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Application of a new 2D time-domain full-waveform
inversion scheme to crosshole radar data
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transmitted and scattered waves at a large number of positions along
a second borehole. The pulses have dominant wavelengths of
5.0 to 0.4 m in the subsurface.
The vast majority of published tomographic radar images of the
shallow subsurface have been derived from standard ray-based inversions of first-arrival times and maximum first-cycle amplitudes
共e.g., Olsson et al., 1992; Carlsten et al., 1995; Fullagar et al., 2000;
Bellefleur and Chouteau, 2001; Tronicke et al., 2001, 2004; Irving
and Knight, 2005; Clement and Barrash, 2006; Musil et al., 2006;
Paasche et al., 2006兲. Unfortunately, the resolution provided by standard ray tomography is limited by the relatively small amount of information included in the inversion — resolution scales with approximately the diameter of the first Fresnel zone 共Williamson and
Worthington, 1993兲.
To improve the resolution and interpretability of subsurface images provided by radar methods, a number of waveform-type approaches have been developed over the past two decades. Approaches have included approximate Born 共weak-scattering兲 iterative
methods based on integral representations of Maxwell’s equations
共Wang and Chew, 1989; Chew and Wang, 1990; Sena and Toksöz,
1990; Moghaddam et al., 1991; Moghaddam and Chew, 1992, 1993;
Cui et al., 2001兲 and the approximate wave-equation traveltime 共Cai
et al., 1996兲, Fresnel-volume 共Johnson et al., 2005兲, and diffractiontomography methods 共Cui and Chew, 2000, 2002; Zhou and Liu,
2000; Cui et al., 2004兲. More exact full-waveform techniques
共Moghaddam et al., 1991; Jia et al., 2002; Ernst et al., 2005; Kuroda
et al., 2005; Ernst et al., 2007兲 have also been described. Almost all
of these waveform-type approaches have only been tested on synthetic data and not applied to recorded crosshole radar data. A notable exception is Cai et al. 共1996兲 who apply their wave-equationtraveltime method to observed first-arrival traveltimes.
We have recently introduced a 2D time-domain full-waveform tomographic scheme for the inversion of crosshole radar data 共Ernst et
al., 2005, 2007兲. Our intention here is to demonstrate its potential
and limitations via applications to two realistic synthetic data sets
and two field data sets, one acquired within a relatively dry grano-

ABSTRACT
Crosshole radar tomography is a useful tool in diverse investigations in geology, hydrogeology, and engineering.
Conventional tomograms provided by standard ray-based
techniques have limited resolution, primarily because only a
fraction of the information contained in the radar data 共i.e.,
the first-arrival times and maximum first-cycle amplitudes兲 is
included in the inversion. To increase the resolution of radar
tomograms, we have developed a versatile full-waveform inversion scheme that is based on a finite-difference time-domain solution of Maxwell’s equations. This scheme largely
accounts for the 3D nature of radar-wave propagation and includes an efficient method for extracting the source wavelet
from the radar data. After demonstrating the potential of the
new scheme on two realistic synthetic data sets, we apply it to
two crosshole field data sets acquired in very different geologic/hydrogeologic environments. These are the first applications of full-waveform tomography to observed crosshole
radar data. The resolution of all full-waveform tomograms is
shown to be markedly superior to that of the associated ray tomograms. Small subsurface features a fraction of the dominant radar wavelength and boundaries between distinct geological/hydrological units are sharply imaged in the fullwaveform tomograms.

INTRODUCTION
Crosshole radar methods are capable of providing reliable subsurface tomographic images of dielectric permittivity 共兲 and electrical
conductivity 共兲. These two properties are intimately linked to important local hydrogeological conditions, salinity, clay content, and
lithological variations. Acquisition of crosshole radar data involves
generating high-frequency electromagnetic pulses 共20–250 MHz兲
at numerous locations along one borehole and then recording the
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dioritic rock mass 共Grimsel Rock Laboratory兲 and one recorded
within a water-saturated alluvial aquifer 共Boise Hydrogeophysical
Research Site兲. To our knowledge, these are the first applications of
full-waveform tomographic inversion to observed crosshole radar
data. In contrast to waveform-type investigations that only involve
synthetic data, it is necessary with field data to account for the 3D nature of wave propagation through the probed media and to estimate
the source wavelet.
After briefly reviewing the principal features of the new fullwaveform tomographic inversion scheme, we summarize key implementation details. Although it is essential to account for 3D effects and estimate the source wavelet, these issues are discussed in
Appendices A and B to maintain continuity of the main text. In the
remainder of the paper, we present the results of applying the new
scheme to the synthetic and field data sets. In each case, full-waveform tomograms are compared to the corresponding conventional
ray tomograms to illustrate the advantages of our more elaborate and
complete approach.

Before applying our 2D full-waveform tomographic inversion
scheme, there are two tasks. First, we need to account 共as best we
can兲 for the 3D characteristics of wave propagation through the media. Second, we must determine an estimate of the source wavelet.
These two critical tasks are discussed in Appendices A and B.
Implementation of our full-waveform tomographic inversion
scheme involves the following 13 steps 共see Ernst et al., 2007 and
Figure B-2兲:
1兲

2兲
3兲
4兲

5兲

FULL-WAVEFORM INVERSION
Since Tarantola’s 共1984a, b, 1986兲 pioneering papers appeared on
the full-waveform inversion of seismic data, numerous inversion
methods have been developed and applied to seismic data generated
and recorded at the surface and/or along boreholes. These methods
have included finite-difference and finite-element approaches based
on representations of the acoustic-, elastic-, viscoelastic-, and anisotropic-wave equations in both the time and frequency domains 共e.g.,
Mora, 1987, 1988; Pica et al., 1990; Pratt, 1990a, b, 1999; Zhou and
Greenhalgh, 1998a, 2003; Pratt and Shipp, 1999; Watanabe et al.,
2004; Sinclair et al., 2007兲. Comparable developments on the fullwaveform inversion of radar data have been much more limited
共Moghaddam et al., 1991; Jia et al., 2002; Ernst et al., 2005, 2007;
Kuroda et al., 2005兲. In this contribution, we employ our new 2D
full-waveform tomographic inversion scheme to synthetic and field
data. Details on the mathematical formulations and computer implementation of this scheme are provided by Ernst et al. 共2007兲. Here,
we describe only the most important theoretical and numerical elements.
For the forward modeling of electromagnetic waves propagating
in heterogeneous media, we employ a 2D finite-difference time-domain 共FDTD兲 solution of Maxwell’s equations in Cartesian coordinates. For the inverse component, we modify and extend Tarantola’s
共1984a兲 approach to operate in the electromagnetic wave regime. In
typical borehole radar configurations, we are primarily interested in
the electric field component parallel to the borehole axis; hence we
use TE mode equations. These equations are solved using staggeredgrid finite-difference operators that are second-order accurate in
both time and space 共Taflove and Hagness, 2000兲. Application of efficient generalized perfectly matched layer 共GPML兲 absorbing
boundaries minimizes artificial reflections from the model edges
共Fang and Wu, 1996兲.
During the inversion, a conjugate-gradient technique 共Polak and
Ribière, 1969兲 is used to find the minimum of a cost functional that
defines the differences between the observed and model-predicted
data. An adjoint method determines the update gradient directions.
Furthermore, an algorithm described by Pica et al. 共1990兲 supplies
an optimum estimate of the step size at each iteration. As a consequence, we avoid computationally expensive calculations of the
Jacobian matrix.

6兲
7兲
8兲
9兲

10兲
11兲
12兲
13兲

Apply preinversion data processing to reduce high-frequency
noise. Mitigate the effects of out-of-plane energy. ⬙Transform⬙
the crosshole radar data to 2D 共see Appendix A兲.
Invert the first-arrival times and maximum first-cycle amplitudes using standard ray-based tomography.
Convert the ray velocity and attenuation tomograms to initial 
and  models.
Compute a synthetic wavefield using the initial  and  conductivity models and a rough estimate of the source wavelet 共boxes
1 and 2 in Figure B-2兲.
Determine a realistic estimate of the source wavelet using the
deconvolution method outlined in Appendix B 共boxes 3 to 5 in
Figure B-2兲.
Compute the synthetic wavefield using the model parameters
and the realistic source-wavelet estimate determined at step 5.
Subtract the synthetic data from the observed data to determine
the residual wavefield.
Compute the cost functional S = 0.5储E − Eobs储2, where E is the
model-predicted data and Eobs is the observed data.
Use the same model parameters employed at step 6 and the residual wavefield to generate the back-propagated synthetic
wavefield 共i.e., the residual wavefield at all receiver locations is
simultaneously back-propagated兲.
Calculate the inversion update directions by crosscorrelating
the forward- and back-propagated wavefields.
Determine the step length that provides fast, yet stable and accurate, inversions.
Update the  and  models using the derived gradient direction
and step length.
Repeat steps 5–12 until convergence is achieved 共i.e., until the
change in root-mean-square 关rms兴 difference between the actual and model-predicted data is below 1%兲.

During the inversion, the complete wavefield only needs to be computed three times per iteration 共i.e., steps 6, 9, and 11兲.
Our attempts to invert simultaneously for  and  fail primarily
because of the large differences between the magnitudes of the  and
 Fréchet derivatives, even though they are not explicitly calculated
共Watanabe et al. 关2004兴 discuss the equivalent acoustic problem兲.
This problem can be circumvented. First, we invert for  while keeping  fixed. Then, we invert for  while keeping  fixed 共i.e., one single computational cycle; Ernst et al., 2007兲. Although this sequence
can be repeated until convergence is achieved, only a single computational cycle is required for all examples presented in this article.

APPLICATION TO REALISTIC SYNTHETIC DATA
In the following section, we explore the potential and limitations
of our full-waveform inversion scheme using two very similar synthetic data sets, one pure 2D and the other quasi-3D 共other synthetic
examples are presented in Ernst et al., 2007兲. The two data sets are
generated using the same medium parameters, borehole geometries,
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basis for an initial source-wavelet estimate that practically matches
the true wavelet 共compare the curves represented by the barely visible green and dashed black lines in Figure 2a; see also Appendix A兲.
Using the two ray tomograms and associated source-wavelet estimate as the initial input parameters, the full-waveform inversion
scheme for determining r and the related source-wavelet computations converge after 20 iterations. The subsequent full-waveform inversion scheme for  converges after 10 iterations.
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Conventional ray-based inversions of the first-arrival traveltimes
and maximum first-cycle amplitudes provide electromagnetic velocity and attenuation tomograms. These tomograms are converted
using relatively standard high-frequency relationships 共Holliger
et al., 2001兲 to the r and  ray tomograms shown in Figure 1b and e.
The r ray tomogram is a somewhat blurred image that well portrays
the important broad-scale zoning of the original model 共compare
Figure 1a and b兲, but the  ray tomogram is a rather poor representation of the original model 共compare Figure 1e and d兲.
Despite the shortcomings of the two ray tomograms, they are the
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and boundaries of the stochastic models 共Table 1, Figure 1a and d兲.
For convenience, the models are expressed in terms of relative permittivity r = /0, where 0 is the dielectric permittivity of free
space. Average or background medium properties are rmean = 10.3
and  mean = 1.4 mS/m and the stochastic variations are defined by
共1兲 exponential covariance functions with standard deviations rstd.
= 0.8 and std. = 1.7 mS/m and 共2兲 horizontal and vertical correlation lengths of 2.0 and 0.2 m, respectively. Figure 1a and d show the
resultant r and  distributions used to generate the synthetic data.
The distributions have distinct subhorizontal fabrics, with zones of
generally low r and low  within 1 m of the surface and below
16-m depth, and a zone of mostly high r and high  between 4- and
10-m depth.
The two 20-m-deep boreholes in our models are separated by
10 m, with 41 equally spaced transmitter antennas in the left borehole and 41 equally spaced receiver antennas in the right borehole.
The grid spacings used for the forward and inverse computations are
0.02 and 0.06 m, and the model space is surrounded by a
0.8-m-thick GPML frame.
We employ an FDTD algorithm in 2D Cartesian coordinates to
generate the true 2D noise-free data for the first synthetic experiment
共synthetic I in Table 1兲 and an FDTD algorithm in cylindrical coordinates 共Ernst et al., 2006兲 to generate the pseudo-3D noise-free data
for the second experiment 共synthetic II in Table 1兲. The source signal
in both experiments is a 100 MHz Ricker wavelet that yields signals
with ⬃1 m dominant wavelengths in the models.
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Figure 1. 共a兲 and 共d兲 show input r and  values for the 2D synthetic
data experiment I 共Table 1兲. Mean dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity of the stochastic medium are rmean = 10.3 and
 mean = 1.4 mS/m. Standard deviations rstd. = 0.8 and std
= 1.7 mS/m. Correlation lengths in the x and z directions are 2 and
0.2 m; 共b兲 and 共e兲 show r and  tomograms that result from applying the ray-based inversion scheme to synthetic traces computed
from the model shown in 共a兲 and 共b兲. Data were generated using
FDTD approximations of Maxwell’s equation in 2D; 共c兲 and 共f兲 are
like 共b兲 and 共e兲, but for the full-waveform inversion. Black crosses
and circles indicate transmitter and receiver locations.

Table 1. Summary of model parameters. Homogeneous initial models were used for all ray-tomographic inversions.

Grid cell sizes
共cm兲
Forward

Inverse

rmean = 10.3; mean = 1.4
stochastic variations
with standard deviations
of rstd. = 0.8, std. = 1.7
and correlation lengths
of x = 2.0 m, z = 0.2 m
?

2

6

No / yes

r = 10.3
 = 1.4

2

6

Yes / yes

r = 10.3
 = 1.4

2

18

Yes / yes

?

2

14

Yes / yes

r = 5.6
 = 1.4
r = 12.4
 = 4.7

Model width
and depth
共m兲

Number of
transmitters/
receivers

Input medium
parameters
共r and 关mS/m兴兲

Synthetic I
共Figures 1, 2a, and 3兲

10 and 20

41/41

Synthetic II
共Figures 2b and 4兲

10 and 20

41/41

Grimsel
共Figures 5, 6, 7a, and 8兲
Boise
共Figures 7b and 9–11兲

10 and 20

41/40

8.5 and 20

77/40
共see main text兲
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Figure 2. 共a and b兲 Source wavelets determined for the tomographic
inversions that are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4, respectively. The
dashed black line shows the true source wavelet. Green and red lines,
which practically overlap, are the first and final source wavelets determined by the deconvolution method outlined in Appendix B. Amplitudes are normalized with respect to the maximum values for display purposes.

Because the source-wavelet estimate based on the ray tomograms
is remarkably good, the full-waveform inversions do not improve it
共compare the green, red, and dashed black lines in Figure 2a兲. By
comparison, the full-waveform tomograms are significantly more
accurate with much higher resolution than the ray tomograms 共compare Figure 1c with a and b, and compare Figure 1f with d and e兲.
Whereas the resolution of the ray tomograms is generally no better
than ⬃1 m 共i.e., the dominant wavelength of the radar signal兲, the
resolution of the full-waveform tomograms is in the 20–30 cm
range. The full-waveform  tomogram accurately reconstructs
small-scale features in regions of the model that are well sampled by
multiple crossing wavefronts. In contrast, the full-waveform  tomogram predicts erroneously low  values at the upper and lower
extremities of the model 共Figure 1f; see Appendix B兲.
Figure 3 shows FDTD-generated receiver gathers for the original
model and the ray and full-waveform tomograms. First-arrival traveltimes and maximum first-cycle amplitudes of traces generated
from the ray tomograms are quite close to those generated from the
original model. However, small but important differences in the
waveforms are exemplified in the difference plots of Figure 3c. Traces generated from the full-waveform tomograms are practically
identical to those generated from the original model.

Synthetic experiment II: Determining the source
wavelet and distributions of  and  from
pseudo-3D synthetic data
We use the second synthetic data set created with Ernst et al.’s
共2006兲 FDTD code in cylindrical coordinates to demonstrate the ef-
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Figure 3. 共a and b兲 Transmitter gathers for a location along the left model edge at 10.1 m depth shown in Figure 1. Dashed black and solid blue
and red lines show every second radar trace generated from the original input model in Figure 1a and d, the ray tomograms in Figure 1b and e, and
the full-waveform tomograms in Figure 1c and f. 共c兲 Blue and red lines show differences between the blue and dashed black lines in 共a兲 and between the red and dashed black lines in 共b兲, respectively. Amplitudes in 共a兲 and 共b兲 are normalized with respect to the maximum amplitude of the
input data. Amplitudes of residuals in 共c兲 are amplified by a factor of two relative to the radar traces.
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ficacy of our approach for mitigating the effects of 3D wave-propagation phenomena on the 2D inversion scheme. To simulate realistic
conditions, we only invert 20 ns of each trace starting at the first-arrival onsets. After employing equation A-1 in Appendix A to account for the 3D radiation effects, we follow the same procedures as
described in the previous synthetic experiment. Figure 2b shows that
the reconstructed source wavelet is slightly phase-shifted relative to
the true wavelet. Nevertheless, the full-waveform tomograms in
Figure 4 are very similar to those derived from the pure 2D data set in
Figure 1c and f. The correspondence between receiver gathers generated from the full-waveform tomogram and original model is as
good as that obtained for synthetic experiment I. Small differences in
the ray tomogram compensate for the small phase shifts in the estimated source wavelet 共Figure 2b; see the sensitivity analysis in Appendix B兲.

CASE STUDY I — GRIMSEL ROCK LABORATORY
We have acquired crosshole radar data within the Grimsel Rock
Laboratory in the central Swiss Alps. Previous geological, geomechanical, and seismic investigations at the study site identified two
marginally different types of foliated granodiorite cross-cut by a
fractured mylonitic shear zone 共Figure 5; Majer et al., 1990; Vasco,
1991; Vasco et al., 1998兲. Both the foliation and shear zone trend in a
northeast-southwest direction. The poorly defined boundaries
shown in Figure 5 are based on extrapolations of observations along
the Main Access Tunnel in the east, the Lower Access Tunnel in the
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west, and on information extracted from boreholes 共dashed black
lines兲. Very different degrees of fracturing at neighboring locations
along the tunnels and boreholes suggest that the shear zone is extremely variable along its length.

Data acquisition
For the crosshole radar survey reported here, we took advantage
of two subhorizontal boreholes linking the two tunnels 共87.001 and
87.002 in Figure 5兲. These 0.1-m-diameter dry boreholes were
⬃21 m long and separated by a constant distance of ⬃10 m. Along
⬃20 m lengths of the boreholes, we established 41 transmitter locations and 40 receiver locations at ⬃0.5 m intervals. Our nominal
250 MHz RAMAC borehole antennas produced radar waves with a
surprisingly low dominant frequency of ⬃125 MHz, which corresponded to wavelengths of 0.9–1.1 m in the granodioritic rock.

Data processing, inversions, and
source-wavelet estimates
To avoid artifacts associated with rapid variations in the antenna
radiation patterns, we considered only data for which the angles between the borehole axes and lines connecting the transmitter and receiver antennas were ⬎45°. Moreover, because seismic data recorded between the two boreholes had a background anisotropy of
7%–10% 共Majer et al., 1990; Vasco, 1991; Tura et al., 1992; Vasco et
al., 1998兲, we tested the crosshole radar data for anisotropy. Linear
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Figure 4. 共a and b兲 Tomograms r and  that result from applying the
full-waveform inversion scheme to synthetic traces generated from
a cylindrically symmetric version of the model shown in Figure 1a
and d 共synthetic II, Table 1兲. This model is referred to as a 2.5D model. Data generated using FDTD approximations of Maxwell’s equations in 2.5D were transformed to 2D in the Cartesian coordinate
system for use in the full-waveform inversion scheme. Black crosses
and circles represent transmitter and receiver locations.
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Figure 5. This sketch shows the crosshole radar experiment performed at the Grimsel site 共Switzerland兲. The geologic cross section
is based on borehole information 共modified from Majer et al., 1990兲.
TRN and REC are transmitter and receiver locations.
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and polar plots of apparent velocity 共i.e., transmitter-receiver distance divided by first-arrival traveltime兲 versus transmitter-receiver
angle 共relative to the borehole axes兲 revealed negligible anisotropy
共i.e., ⬍2.5%兲 in the radar data.
Figure 6a and c present ray tomograms that resulted from inverting the semiautomatically picked first-arrival traveltimes and maximum first-cycle amplitudes. For the source-wavelet determination
and the full-waveform inversion, we selected 42 ns of each trace
starting at the first-arrival onsets and then followed the same procedures as described for the synthetic data.
Whereas maximum cell sizes of forward-modeling grids are determined by numerical stability criteria 共Bergmann et al., 1996; Holliger and Bergmann, 2002兲, there is no corresponding rule for the inversion cell sizes 共Ernst et al., 2007兲. There are two competing requirements to satisfy in defining the inversion cell sizes. 共1兲 A sufficient number of grid points is needed to represent the radar signal.
共2兲 The number of grid points per antenna interval should be limited.
If the number is not limited, then artifacts are generated near the
transmitters and receivers as a result of their strong influence on the
gradient-computation component of the inversion process 共i.e., step
10 in the section, “Full-Waveform Inversion”兲. Considering the
0.9–1.1 m radar wavelengths and the ⬃0.5 m source and receiver
spacing, a 0.18 m cell size is a reasonable compromise for the inversion of the Grimsel crosshole radar data. As for the synthetic data examples, we use a conservative cell size of 0.02 m for the forward
modeling. The model space is surrounded by a 0.8-m-thick GPML
boundary.
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Both r tomograms in Figure 6 include regions of relatively high
r values in the northwest and southeast separated by a prominent
broad band of low r values. This pattern is very similar to the pattern
revealed in the Grimsel P-wave velocity tomograms of Vasco
共1991兲, Tura et al. 共1992兲, and Vasco et al. 共1998兲, except that moderately high seismic velocities in their tomograms coincide with low
radar velocities 共i.e., high r values兲 associated with the mostly in-
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Figure 6. 共a兲 and 共c兲 show r and  tomograms that result from applying the ray-based tomographic inversion method to the Grimsel
crosshole radar traces. 共b兲 and 共d兲 are like 共a兲 and 共c兲, but for the fullwaveform inversion. Black crosses and circles represent transmitter
and receiver locations. White lines portray the structural elements,
and black dashed lines indicate the additional boreholes shown in
Figure 5.
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After 20 iterations for r and 10 iterations for , the full-waveform
tomograms of Figure 6b and d are obtained. Very similar tomograms
are obtained for inversion cell sizes ranging from 0.06 to 0.24 m.
The small artifacts along the lengths of the boreholes are a consequence of the aforementioned high sensitivities near the transmitters
and receivers. Artifacts could be reduced by increasing the inversion
cell size, and thus distributing sensitivities over larger areas. However, this action would decrease the resolution in better sampled regions of the tomogram. The best way to eliminate these artifacts is to
increase the density of transmitter and receiver locations.
The source wavelets based on the ray and full-waveform tomograms are practically identical 共Figure 7a兲. The wavelets are characterized by two main cycles with a dominant frequency of ⬃125
MHz. Despite these similarities and the close correspondence between observed and ray-based first-arrival traveltimes and maximum first-cycle amplitudes, there are important differences between
the observed and FDTD-generated radar traces derived from the ray
tomograms 共Figure 8a and c兲. In contrast, the radar traces generated
from the full-waveform tomogram match closely the observed data
共Figure 8b and c兲.
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and final source wavelets determined by the deconvolution method
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tact rock mass and low seismic velocities coincide with high radar
velocities 共i.e., low r values兲 associated with the shear zone.

within the cross-cutting shear zone. These fractures are likely filled
共or partially filled兲 with air or other low r, low to moderate , and
low P-wave velocity material.

Interpretation

CASE STUDY II — BOISE HYDROGEOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH SITE

As for the synthetic data examples, the resolution of the Grimsel
full-wave radar tomograms is markedly superior to that of the ray tomograms; smaller features are imaged and the r and  contrasts are
stronger and sharper. In both suites of tomograms, a pattern of low r
values follows the northeast-southwest trend of the shear zone. According to the full-wave tomograms, its northwest boundary is distinguished by relatively abrupt changes from r ⬇ 4.75–5.75 within
the shear zone to r ⬇ 5.75–6.50 outside. If relatively low r values
are caused by fracturing, then the full-waveform r tomogram 共Figure 6b兲 suggests that the southeast boundary of the shear zone is also
relatively abrupt and occurs ⬃4 m further to the southeast than
shown in Figure 5.
Although  changes from generally less than 1.5 mS/m to mostly
above 2.5 mS/m across the northwest boundary of the shear zone,
evidence for the shear zone is less obvious in the  tomograms than
in the r tomograms. Because  is controlled by the highest conductivity component of a system, the presence of relatively dry fractures
共which do not interrupt current flow through the matrix兲 does not significantly influence the average conductivity distribution in the considered area.
The evidence from the radar and seismic tomograms is consistent
with the presence of fractures interpreted from borehole log data

b)

1

Data acquisition
Tronicke et al.’s 共2004兲 data were acquired in two 0.1-m-diameter
boreholes that were ⬃20 m deep and separated by ⬃8.5 m 共see C6
and C5 in Figure 9兲. The boreholes, which were slightly tilted with
respect to the vertical, penetrated three distinct pebble- and cobbledominated layers with 21%, 26%, and 26% porosities 共Figure 9兲.
Data acquisition extended from ⬃4 to ⬃19.4 m in depth, with 77
transmitter locations at 0.2 m intervals, and 40 receiver locations at
0.4 m intervals. Although the nominal 250 MHz RAMAC borehole
antennas produced even lower frequencies than at Grimsel because
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Our second crosshole radar data set was collected at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site in Idaho 共Tronicke et al., 2004兲. A
dense array of boreholes at this site has been used for diverse geologic, geomechanical, hydrogeological, and geophysical experiments
共Clement et al., 1999; Barrash and Clemo, 2002; Barrash and Reboulet, 2004; Tronicke et al., 2004; Clement and Barrash, 2006兲. The
site has an approximately 20-m-thick deposit of braided-river gravel
and sand, and an underlying clay layer. The water table was at
2.96 m depth at the time of the measurements.
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Figure 8. 共a and b兲 Transmitter gathers for location TRN 20 in Figure 5. The dashed black and solid blue and red lines show every second observed radar trace and data generated from the ray tomograms in Figure 6a and c, and full-waveform tomograms in Figure 6b and d, respectively.
共c兲 Blue and red lines show the differences between the blue and dashed black lines in 共a兲 and between the red and dashed black lines in 共b兲. Amplitudes in all panels are normalized with respect to the maximum amplitude of the input data.
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of the water-saturated environment, the dominant ⬃80 MHz radar
waves had similar 0.9–1.1 m wavelengths in the high-r 共low velocity兲 sediments.

traces generated from the full-waveform tomogram correspond
closely to the observed ones in Figure 11b and c, but the match is not
quite as good as for the synthetic and Grimsel examples 共Figures 3
and 8兲.

Data processing, inversions, and
source-wavelet estimates
The data processing, inversions, and wavelet estimate procedures
applied to the Boise data set were very similar to those described for
the synthetic and Grimsel data sets. We considered only data for
which the angles between the borehole axes and lines connecting the
transmitter and receiver antennas were ⬎45°. Anisotropy was determined to be negligible 共i.e., ⬍2%兲. We used 78 ns of data after the
first-arrival onsets in the waveform inversion. Forward modeling
and inverse grid cell sizes were 0.02 and 0.14 m, and the model
space was surrounded by a 0.8-m-thick GPML boundary.
The resultant ray tomograms are displayed in Figure 10a and c.
Figure 10b and d show the full-waveform tomograms after 30 iterations for r and 8 iterations for . Like the synthetic and Grimsel examples, the source wavelets based on the ray and full-waveform tomograms are practically identical 共Figure 7b兲. The reverberant character of the relatively long source wavelet may be a result of the Boise boreholes being filled with water 共Holliger and Bergmann, 2002;
Ernst et al., 2006兲.
There are notable misfits between the observed and FDTD-generated radar traces derived from the ray tomograms, particularly in the
central regions of the receiver gather of Figure 11a and c. The radar
Surface
C5

C6

Interpretation
The full-waveform tomograms contain sharp images throughout the investigated volume, whereas the ray tomograms are rather
blurred 共Figure 10兲. Again, greater detail and larger r and  contrasts are observed on the full-waveform tomograms compared to
the ray tomograms. The boundary between the 21% and 26% porosity units seems to be gradational on the ray tomograms, with changes
in r and  appearing ⬃0.5 m above the boundary mapped in the
boreholes 共see also Figure 7 of Tronicke et al., 2004兲. By comparison, relatively abrupt changes in r and  are observed in the fullwaveform tomograms at the mapped boundary. The lower limit of
the 26% porosity unit is also better defined on the full-waveform r
tomogram than on the ray r tomogram, but the lower limit is not observed as a distinct feature on either  tomogram.Although the study
region is water-saturated, we found no evidence for dispersion.
Because r and neutron-neutron counts are both proxies for water
content, we plot the neutron-neutron logs measured in the two boreholes 共Barrash and Clemo, 2002; Tronicke et al., 2004兲 alongside the
full-waveform r tomogram in Figure 10b. The correspondence between the two types of data ranges from very good to poor. There are
close correlations between high r values and high porosities 共i.e.,
values of ⬃30% or greater兲 at ⬃5.7, ⬃14.8, and ⬃16.5 m in bore-
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Figure 11. 共a and b兲 are receiver gathers for location REC 20 in Figure 9. The dashed black and solid blue and red lines show every third observed
radar trace and data generated from the ray tomograms in Figure 10a and c and full-waveform tomograms in Figure 10b and d, respectively. 共c兲
The blue and red lines that show differences between the blue and dashed black lines in 共a兲 and between the red and dashed black lines in 共b兲.Amplitudes in all panels are normalized with respect to the maximum amplitude of the input data.

hole C5, and at ⬃6.1, ⬃11.3, and ⬃14.8 m in borehole C6. There are
several moderately high porosity values in the two logs that have no
expression in the tomogram. The zone of high r values that spans
the tomogram at ⬃12.5 m depth has no expression in either neutronneutron log. We note, however, that the zone of high r values at
⬃12.5-m depth thins as it approaches both boreholes, such that the
zone may not be apparent in the porosity measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
We outline the essential elements of a new 2D full-waveform tomographic inversion scheme and describe simple methods to account for 3D radar-wave propagation effects and to estimate the
source wavelet. We apply the new scheme to realistic pure 2D and
pseudo-3D synthetic data, as well as to field data acquired in relatively dry crystalline rock and water-saturated unconsolidated sediments. In all four examples, the resolution of the full-waveform tomograms is significantly superior to that of the respective ray tomograms. Boundaries between structural units are sharply focused, and
features with dimensions as small as 0.3–0.5 of the dominant radar
wavelength are clearly imaged in the full-waveform tomograms.
Although transmitter and receiver intervals of half the dominant
wavelength prove to be suitable for the synthetic case studies, the re-

sults of inverting the field data suggest that the intervals should be reduced to approximately half this value to avoid artifacts near the antennas. In an investigation of potential trade-offs between sourcewavelet estimates and the full-waveform tomograms, we find that although realistic timing errors in the source wavelets are unlikely to
have major effects on  tomograms, small amplitude errors may result in moderately inaccurate  tomograms.
The ray-based inversions required about 0.5 hours on a single
32-bit Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz processor. The full-waveform inversions
required less than 12 hours on N + 1 64-bit AMD 244 1.8 GHz processors 共where N is the number of transmitters兲. Clearly, users must
decide whether the significant improvement in resolution is worth
the extra computational effort required for the full-waveform inversions.
Considering that the source wavelet may vary along the length of
a borehole according to local conditions, future developments may
include the possibility of determining and using a source wavelet for
each transmitting regime of a borehole to account for different couplings and near-borehole heterogeneities.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX B
SOURCE WAVELET ESTIMATION
First-arrival pulse method
Our first attempt to determine the source wavelet is based on analyses of the first-arrival pulses. The following relationship links the
source current density Jtrn that we employ in our FDTD algorithm to
the recorded electric field in the far-field regime Eobs 共de Hoop,
1995兲:

ACCOUNTING FOR 3D EFFECTS

Ê 共xtrn,xrec, 兲 = Ê 共xtrn,xrec, 兲
2D

obs

冑

2T共xtrn,xrec兲
,
− imean
共A-1兲

In equation A-1, Ê2D共xtrn,xrec, 兲 is the corrected data for a transmitter at location xtrn共x,z兲 and a receiver at xrec共x,z兲. A frequency-domain parameter is indicated by ˆ. Êobs共xtrn,xrec, 兲 is the original recorded data; T共xtrn,xrec兲 is the traveltime; i2 = − 1; and mean is the
mean dielectric permittivity of the media. We set  = 0, the magnetic permeability of free space. Thorough testing of this approach
on synthetic crosshole radar data demonstrates good agreement between corrected 3D and corresponding pure 2D data, as long as the
data are generated for far-field regimes.

Jtrn共xtrn,t兲 ⬀

冕

t⬘

Eobs共xrec,t⬘兲dt⬘ ,

共B-1兲

where t is time. We avoid problems associated with radiation-angle
variations by considering only data from shortest-path transmitterreceiver pairs 共i.e., those with radiation angles⬇ 90°兲. To obtain a
single estimate of the source wavelet 共i.e., in terms of current density
J兲 and to minimize the influence of near-borehole heterogeneities,
we integrate the radar data according to equation B-1 and then compute the average of the extracted first-arrival pulses. An example of
applying this procedure to synthetic data set I 共Figures 1–3 and Table
1兲 is shown by the blue curve in Figure B-1. Although the shape of
this source-wavelet estimate is generally similar to that of the true
source wavelet 共black dashed line in Figure B-1兲, it is not close
enough; the resultant tomograms are unsatisfactory. This method
performs poorly on all synthetic and observed data sets.

Deconvolution method
The key steps of our second attempt to determine the source wavelet are outlined in Figure B-2. Our radar data can be represented
mathematically as the convolution of the true source wavelet with
the true impulse response 共i.e., suite of spike radargrams兲 of the region of earth under investigation. In principle, the true source wavelet can be obtained by deconvolving the radar data with the true impulse response of the earth. Of course, we do not know the latter. Fortunately, very good estimates of the source wavelet can be obtained
by deconvolving the recorded data with our best estimates of the
earth’s impulse response.
Normalized amplitude

Crosshole radar data are invariably influenced by 3-D wavepropagation phenomena, including both out-of-plane and radiation
effects. Because most crosshole radar data are acquired with singlecomponent nondirectional antennas, there is generally insufficient
information to discriminate between out-of-plane and in-plane
events. Nevertheless, for media characterized by moderate velocity
heterogeneity, the vast majority of energy contributing to the first
few cycles of a recorded trace likely originates from within the plane
containing the transmitter and receiver antennas. For typical crosshole experiments, the initial pulse can contain only energy from
within a wavelength or two of this plane. Consequently, to minimize
contamination from out-of-plane energy, we consider only time windows that include the first few cycles of the recorded traces in the inversion 共see discussions by Pratt, 1999 and Pratt and Shipp, 1999兲.
In applying 2D computational codes in many disciplines of geophysics, sources and structures are assumed to extend to infinity on
either side of the observation plane. In our FDTD algorithm, the
sources are effectively modeled as infinite lines of point dipoles. Yet,
we know that real antennas radiate energy in three dimensions.
共Ernst et al. 关2006兴 have shown that the radiation pattern of a point
dipole closely approximates that of the common insulated Wu-Kingtype antenna.兲 An algorithm that explicitly incorporates 3D wave
propagation in a medium that varies in only two dimensions would
be one way of addressing this issue 共e.g., Zhou and Greenhalgh,
1998b兲. Unfortunately, implementation of such an approach in our
time-domain scheme would be very computationally costly. We
have chosen an alternative approach proposed by Bleistein 共1986兲.
In this approach, appropriate corrections are made for 3D geometric
spreading, a  /4 phase shift, and a frequency scaling effect of 1/冑
共where  is the angular frequency兲. The corrections are made to the
observed data in the frequency domain as follows:
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Figure B-1. Source wavelet reconstructions for the 2D synthetic data
共Figure 1兲. The dashed black line is the true source wavelet, the blue
line is the source wavelet based on the first-pulse method, and the
green and red lines, which practically overlap, are the first and final
source wavelets based on the deconvolution method outlined in
Figure B-2. Amplitudes are normalized with respect to the maximum values for display purposes. The ± 1 ns and 30% bars indicate
the phase shifts and amplitude variations used in the sensitivity
analyses.

2D waveform inversion of radar data
At the beginning of the full-waveform inversion, our best estimates of the  and  distributions are provided by the ray tomograms. It is not possible to compute directly the earth’s impulse response using our FDTD code, because an infinitesimal grid spacing
would be required for computations involving a spike source. To circumvent this problem, we first employ the FDTD code to compute a
suite of synthetic radargrams Esyn关k=0, k=0,Sk=0共t兲,t兴 using the ray
and ray distributions defined by the ray tomograms and a plausible
source wavelet Sk=0共t兲 共boxes 1 and 2 in Figure B-2兲, where k is the iteration number. We use the source wavelet Sini共t兲 determined from
the analysis of the first-arrival pulses for this purpose; however, any
source wavelet with comparable length and frequency content
would be sufficient at this stage. After Fourier transformation, we
deconvolve 共i.e., division in the frequency domain兲 the synthetic
data Êsyn共f兲 with Ŝk=0共f兲 to give a frequency-domain estimate of the
earth’s impulse response M̂共f兲, where ˆ indicates a frequency-domain parameter and f is frequency 共box 3 in Figure B-2兲. Finally, deconvolution of the frequency-domain version of the observed data
Êobs共f兲 with M̂共f兲 and inverse Fourier transformation provides an estimate of the source wavelet Sk=1共t兲 共boxes 4 and 5 in Figure B-2兲.
Sk=0(t) = Sini(t); ε k=0 = ε ray; σ k=0 = σ ray

(1)

Initial
forward modeling

(2)
E syn(ε k,σ k, Sk(t), t)
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Because the equation in box 4 of Figure B-2 describes an over-determined problem, in which far more data than unknowns are available, we estimate Ŝk=1共f兲 by fitting the observations in a minimum
least-squares sense. Although the process represented by steps 2–5
can be repeated using progressively improved full-waveform tomograms 共e.g., after every tenth iteration, see box 7 in Figure B-2兲,
Ŝk=1共f兲 already matches closely the true source wavelet in Figure B-1
共compare the solid green and dashed black lines兲. Indeed, source
wavelets based on the ray tomograms are uniformly very close to
those based on the best full-waveform tomograms for all of our synthetic and field data sets 共compare the green and red lines in Figures
2, 7, and B-1兲.

Sensitivity of the tomograms to errors
in the source wavelet
The potential exists for trade-offs between the properties of the
source wavelet and those of the tomograms. We test the effects of
these trade-offs using the source wavelet of synthetic data set I. We
introduce ±1 ns phase shifts to the source wavelet 共the form and amplitude of the wavelet are not changed兲, which correspond to ⬃10
data samples and would be very visible in the radargrams 共Figure
B-1兲. This introduction results in rms differences of ⬃2.3% between
the final full-waveform  tomogram and the original input model.
For no phase shift, the rms difference is 1.6%. Artificially reducing
the amplitude of the source wavelet by ⬃30% 共the form and phase of
the wavelet are not changed兲 results in a 13% rms difference between
the logarithm of the final full-waveform  tomogram and the original input model 共whereas the rms difference is only 5% for the true
source wavelet兲.

FFT {Sk (t)}, FFT {E syn(t )}
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